Structured Microgels through Microfluidic Assembly and Their Biomedical Applications
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ABSTRACT

Droplet-based microfluidic is an effective, versatile and scalable approach which can be used to produce structured microgels with desirable features. The high degree of control endowed with microfluidics enables the formation of various functional microgels such as multi-compartment encapsulations, Janus-shaped particles and non-spherical microgels. These microgels have aroused great interest in biological engineering aspect, since they outperform their counterparts produced from other techniques and have been applied in drug delivery, 3-Dimensional cell culture, micro-tissues, single cell assay, tissue engineering and bio-imaging. In this review, we will summarize the fabrication processes, technology comparisons and the usages in biomedical applications.
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1. Introduction

Microgels are colloidal gel particles with dimensions in the range from tens to hundreds of micrometers, which are consisted with cross-linked three-dimensional polymeric network [1]. One of the most important characteristics for microgels is their swelling to adsorb and to hold large amounts of aqueous solvents in response to environmental stimuli such as pH, temperature, ionic strength, electric and magnetic fields [2]. Such porous aqueous microenvironment created by microgels is quite useful and beneficial for the encapsulation of bioactive substances including peptides, proteins, enzymes, DNA, drugs and cells, since it provides mimetic in vivo aqueous environment where peptides or enzymes are prevented from drying [3]. Furthermore, polymer materials for making microgels can be modified to be stimuli-responsive. Stimuli-responsive microgels enable the drug release in an on-demand manner with precise concentration, which is quite desirable in drug delivery [4]. Consequently, microgels have been seen a dramatic rise in therapeutic agents encapsulation and delivery.

Traditionally, microgels are prepared with high-shear emulsified techniques such as precipitation, spray-drying and phase separation. Microgels produced from these techniques have large size dispersity, high variability of uncontrollable structures and limited encapsulation efficiency [5,6]. Recently, the microfluidic technology offered a method to shape and assemble the microgels through physical shear forces without relying on chemical synthesis, which largely widen the applications of microgels in biomedical fields. A number of reviews and research papers have given overall progress, versatility and superiority of producing microgels with droplet microfluidic techniques over the conventional methods [7-11]. These microgels open up applications in drug delivery, cell encapsulation, bio-sensing and tissue engineering [12,13]. The mono-dispersed emulsions made through microfluidics were produced with well-defined size and shape [12] for enhanced control of drug delivery kinetic, which is important for many applications. For example, Berkland et al. showed that 10 μm poly (lactic acid-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) microparticles exhibited a concave downward shape typical diffusion-controlled release while profiles from 50 and 100 μm particles showed a sigmoidal shape. Furthermore, combination of different sized of microparticles can produce zero-order release profiles which are quite desirable for drug delivery [14-16].

The structured microgels with well defined morphology such as Janus particles, multi-compartment microgels and non-spherical microgels can be conveniently produced with droplet microfluidic, which is quite difficult for bulk emulsion methods [17,18]. Geometry of the microgels has been demonstrated to have an important impact on the biological processes, such as vasculature, circulation time, targeting efficiency phagocytosis, endocytosis and subsequent intracellular transport for therapeutic delivery [19]. The high degree of control af-
forded by droplet microfluidic enables generation of single and multiple emulsion droplets, which can be transformed to non-spherical microparticles through further simple processing steps.

In this review, we discuss the fabrications of microgels through droplet based microfluidic and their biomedical applications. We summarize and compare different methods such as photo-initiated chemical crosslinking and physically induced gelation of droplets based on their technical specifications, beneficial features and disadvantages. The recent works from different groups are highlighted which use various microfluidic strategies to prepare controlled structural microgels. The methods to fabricate structured microgel with precise control of the size, shape, and encapsulating agents through microfluidics are summarized. In addition, the review also illustrates the biomedical applications of microgels generated, specifically focusing on drug delivery, cell encapsulation and tissue engineering.

2. Production of Droplets

Microfluidic production of microgels broadly consists of two steps. In the first step, droplets of solution of pre-gel polymers or monomers are produced in microfluidic device via emulsification of the pre-gel solution with the oil phase. Pre-gel solution phase (i.e. water phase) has been formed with various materials. For example, chemical gelation has been exploited for the microfluidic production of microgels by using photo-initiated or redox-initiated polymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide, dextran-hydroxymethyl methacrylate (dex-HEMA), acrylamide and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEG-DA) [20-22]. Physical gelation is also used for preparing microgels from natural polymers such as agarose, alginate, carrageenan, chitosan, gelatin, carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and pectin. Currently, cells, enzyme, peptides, DNA, small molecular drugs, virus and various nanoparticles have been incorporated in the water phase to produce microgels with versatile properties [23-25]. The key requirement for the pre-gel materials and encapsulating agents is their immiscibility with the continuous oil phase, which can ensure all encapsulating agents are contained inside the droplets and formation of stable droplets without aggregations [26,27].

For the continuous oil phase, mineral oil, silicone oil, corn oil, hexadecane and fluorinated oil have been used for generating pre-gel emulsion droplets. Viscosity of the oil phase is one of important factors controlling the droplet generation. Stone and co-workers reported the results of a comparative study of microfluidic emulsion of liquids with different viscosities of oil phase. They reported that highly viscous liquids were emulsified into larger droplets with lower polydispersity. Although it was not possible to provide a unified scaling for the volumes of the results, their results suggested that the break-up dynamics of the lower viscosity fluids resembles the rate-of-flow-controlled bread-up. Their results may be helpful for a rationalized selection of liquids for the controlled formation of droplets with predetermined size and with a narrow distribution of sizes [28,29]. Considering the potential biomedical application of the formed microgels, fluorinated oil has many advantages over conventional hydrocarbon oils, such as improved oxygen permeability and immiscibility with organic compounds, which is quite desirable for cell encapsulation application in microgels [30].

Although droplet formation can be achieved via emulsifying the continuous oil phase and dispersed water phase in the microfluidic channel, droplets will rapidly coalesce inside the devices without surfactants as the stabilizing agents. The surfactants must meet some requirements such as providing stability of the droplets, preventing coalescence and producing biologically inert and biocompatible surface for the water droplets. Typically, hydrocarbon or fluorocarbon oils are used as the oil phase for the w/o emulsions. For the hydrocarbon oil like mineral oils, commercially available surfactants such as Span 80 and AbilEM have been most widely used [31]. For the fluorocarbon oils, surfactants with short fluorotelomer-tails have been used, but unable to provide sufficient long-term emulsion stability. Other fluorosurfactants with longer fluorocarbon tails, such as perfluorinated polyether (PFPE), offer long term stabilization but their ionic headgroups will interact with charged bioactive compounds and cause lysis of cells, which hampers their biomedical application. In order to improve the biocompatibility of the fluorosurfactants, adding hydrophilic head groups like oligoethylene glycol is proved to be a good way [32,33]. Clausell-Tormos et al. investigated the effects of different hydrophilic head groups on the biocompatibility of the surfactants. They found that surfactants having the ammonium salt of carboxy-PFPE and poly-L-lysine as head groups affected lysis of HEK293T in cells, whereas surfactants with polyethylene glycol (PEG) allowed cultures to develop and proliferate in a similar fashion to control cells grown without surfactant [34].

Combined utilization of fluorinated liquids as the oil phase and fluorosurfactants as the droplets stabilizing agents has been showing promising advantages over the other combination in terms of reducing phase partition, improving gas exchange, improving biocompatibility and enhancing droplets long-term stability. The Novec® Engineering Fluid NovecHFE-7500 (3-ethoxy-dodecafluoro-2-trifluoromethyl-hexane) and HFE-7100 (a mixture of methylnonafluorobutyl ether and methyl nonafluoroisobutyl ether) are semi-fluorinated compounds [35].
which have been frequently used as the continuous oil phases. Regarding the fluorosurfactants, currently, the most promising molecules consist of a block copolymer of PFPE and PEG. The PFPE chosen for the tail (outer block) provides good stabilization of the droplets while the PEG moieties chosen for the headgroup (inner block) prevent adsorption of biological materials. The molecular weight of PEG block is the crucial factor for the performance of these fluorosurfactants. The PEG moiety must be large enough to provide sufficient anchoring strength, but must nonetheless remain slightly smaller than the outer PFPE block to maintain a surfactant geometry that oppose neck formation which can lead to coalescence [36]. The PEG moiety can also be replaced with a similar molecule named Jeffamine® ED-900 which is PEG-based polyetheramine molecules. Jeffamine® ED-900 is more economically competitive than PEG and has some combined benefits such as flexibility from polyether, hydrophilicity from PEG, reactivity from amine end groups and biocompatibility from PEG [37]. In general, the surfactants need meet the requirement of the oil phase used. The details of surfactant-oil combinations are summarized (Table 1) [38].

Droplets can be produced in microfluidic devices with different geometries according to different requirements in liquid viscosity and flow rate controls, such as flow-focusing device, T-junction, co-axial capillaries and micro-nozzle cross-flow system [39-41]. We specifically discussed T-junction and flow-focusing geometries in this section. Regarding the T-junction configuration, the inlet channel with the water dispersed phase perpendicularly intersects the main channel containing the continuous phase. The forces generated by the continuous phase and the subsequent pressure gradient caused the head of the dispersed phase to elongate into the main channel until the neck of the dispersed phase breaks the stream into a droplet. Fluid flow rates, channel widths and viscosity of the phases will affect the sizes of the droplets [42,43]. In the flow-focusing configuration, the dispersed and continuous phases are forced through a narrow region in the microfluidic device. The design employs symmetric shearing by the continuous phase on the dispersed phase to generate droplets. Since T-junction droplet makers use two inlets and flow-focusing droplet makers used three inlets and symmetric junction, they will have difference in performance and produce droplets with different properties. Abate et al. presented a direct comparison between T-junction and flow-focusing devices in producing droplets based on studying different capillary numbers (Ca) [44]. By fixing the viscosity and surface tension values, they found that, in T-junction, the asymmetric injection of the fluids leads to a stable droplet formation at low Ca and jetting at high Ca. In contrast, in flow-focusing devices, the symmetric injection leads to unstable poly-disperse droplet formation at low Ca and monodisperse droplets formation at high Ca values [44].

3. Bulky Fabrication

In order to enhance the throughput of droplets generated from the microfluidic devices, Nakajima and co-workers demonstrated using straight-through micro-channel emulsification as the solution for the high-throughput production of droplets [45] (Figure 1(a)). A straight-through micro-channel is a channel array microfabricated vertically to the surface of a silicon plate (Figure 1(a)). As Figure 1(a) indicated, the continuous phase was supplied into the module by lifting a tank filled with the continuous phase. The to-be-dispersed phase, infused from the back of the plate, passed through the channels; droplets are then formed in the continuous phase. Channel cross-section and flow rate of oil phase are two important factors affecting the generation of droplets and their size distribution. Oblong channel exceeding a threshold aspect ratio are suitable for forming droplets with less coefficient of variation while use of circular and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surfactants</th>
<th>Oils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For silicon oils</td>
<td>For hydrocarbon oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span 80; Monolein Oleic acid; Tween 20/80; Sympersonic PEF; SDS (in water); n-Butanol; ABIL® EM90;</td>
<td>PF-octanol; PF-decanol; PF-TD acid; PF-TD OEG; PFPE-COOH; PFPE-COONHA; PFPE-PEG; PFPE-DMP;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton X-100; SDS (in water); ABIL® EM90;</td>
<td>DC200; PDMS; AR200;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Span 80—is Sorbitane monooleate nonionic surfactant; SDS—Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate; ABIL® EM900—is a nonionic, liquid emulsifier which is based on silicone; Sympersonic® PEF—is a polyallylene oxide block copolymer; PF—perfluoro; TD—tetradecanoic; PFH—perfluoro-hexane; PFC—perfluoro-rocyclohexane; PFD—perfluoro-decane; PFPH—perfluoro-perhydrophenanthrene; HFE (7100, 7200, 7500)—are 3M™Novec™ Engineered fluids; FC (40, 70, 77, 3283)—are 3M™Fluorinert™ Engineered fluids.
oblong channels below the threshold aspect ratio resulted in continuous outflow of the to-be-dispersed phase that passed through the channels. Meanwhile, critical flow rate of the oil phase is important for the size distribution of the formed droplets. Below the critical flow rate, the oil phase was transformed into monodisperse emulsion droplets (Figure 1(b)) while above the critical flow rate, poly-disperse emulsion droplets are formed (Figure 1(c)). One of the biggest advantages of this method is the high productivity of droplets compared to the single microfluidic device. The devices used in their study have maximum throughput capacities of droplets of 20 - 30 ml/h for soybean oil and 60 - 70 ml/h for silicon oil. Another beneficial feature of this method is that this platform did not use Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as the materials, which will become swelling when repeated using and is incompatible with organic solvents. Although increased throughput of droplets is achieved, the coefficient of variation of the generated droplets is larger (about 10%) than those from single microfluidic devices (about 2%). Consequently, refining the size distribution of droplets from this method may be needed for industrial usage.

In order to generate droplets with submicron size, the same group used a micro-fabricated channel array on a single silicon plate [46,47]. They used sub-micron channel arrays with an equivalent diameter as small as 0.57 μm to form oil-in-water emulsions with fine droplets (Figure 2). The sub-micron channels arrays consists of channels and a terrace, with a deep well over the terrace edge. A total of 1500 channels are positioned on the silicon plate. Droplets generation process for these devices is a unique one based on spontaneous transformation of the distorted dispersed phase into spherical droplets. This spontaneous transformation-based droplets generation is driven by instability and non-linearity of the flow of the two phases due to interfacial tension effects on the terrace and in the well. By using the paralleled channels, droplets with diameter of 1.4 - 3.5 μm and minimum coefficients of variation are successfully formulated. The droplet production rate of single silicon plate can reach up to $2.2 \times 10^4$ droplets/s. One important feature of this design is that the high throughput production of sub-micron droplets can be achieved in a minimized single silicon plate. Besides the numbers of droplets, different kinds of droplets containing various reagents may also be simultaneously encapsulated into the droplets using this
design, which can be a droplets library for droplet-based high throughput multiplexed bioassay application [48].

4. Gelation of the Droplets

The formed droplets can be solidified via on-chip or off-chip gelation of the pre-gel solution droplets. On-chip gelation refers to gelling of the droplets during their residence in the microchannels while off-chip gelation means gelling the droplets by collecting them in separated vials where curing agents are presented [49-51]. On-chip gelation may need introduction of extra channels such as side channels for feeding of curing agents and spiral channel or individual compartments for the reaction of curing agents with the gel materials, which may increase flow resistance of the devices. Meanwhile, modification of PDMS channel, such as mixing PDMS elastomer with fluorescent dapoxy dyes to reduce UV light scattering, can enhance the UV on-chip gelation efficiency. This method will need synthesis of special silica beads and may cause perturbation of the steady flow state after long time UV exposure [52]. Another challenge for on-chip gelation is the easy blocking of the channel due to the leakage of curing agents or the delaying efflux of formed microgels from the channels. Moreover, when the microgels are used for cell encapsulation, on-chip UV gelation will require high intensity UV dosage, longer UV irradiation time and high amounts of photo initiators, which are harmful to the cell viability [53].

On the other hand, off-chip gelation which separates the droplet fabrication and gelation steps can use simpler devices design and can eliminate the problems of channels blocking. However, off-chip gelation may be limited by the inefficiency and possibility of producing polydisperse microgels. Since the produced droplets are fragile and easy to break before solidification, any physical forces like shaking and stirring which is required to have homogenous curing reaction will cause break of the droplets and form coalescence between droplets [54]. Furthermore, off-chip gelation is easier to result in loss of the encapsulated agents, since liquefied droplets have to be collected in separated vials before solidification, which will increase the diffusion of some encapsulated agents into the continuous oil phase [55].

Gelation of droplets to produce microgels can be broadly divided into chemical way and physical way [56]. Chemical gelation usually forms mechanically strong microgels, which is not easily enzymatically cleaved and metabolized. Furthermore harsh reaction conditions may be needed for synthesis of chemically cross-linkable pre-gel polymers [57]. On the other hand, physical gelation is generally mild and eliminates the use of toxic chemicals such as photoinitiators and glutaraldehyde [58].

5. Photo Initiated Chemical Gelation

Chemical gelation of the droplets can be induced by heat, UV, adding catalysts and use of crosslinking agents. Due to the use of optically clear polymer (e.g. PDMS) and glass, many microfluidic devices can be easily integrated with UV light source to allow the photo-initiated gelation of the droplets. The UV light activates photo-initiators in the droplets which causes monomers to link to each other and solidifies the droplets. UV-induced gelation of the droplets has been used to create microgels with interesting properties [59,60]. Choi et al. presented a study using microfluidic method for the production of monodisperse poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) microspheres using continuous droplet formation and in situ photo-polymerization in microfluidic devices (Figure 3). By changing the interfacial tension between the two immiscible phases (hexadecane plus Span 80 and PEG-diacrylate plus photoinitiators) and their flow rate, the size of the PEG microgels (45 ~ 95 μm) could be easily controlled. The in situ gelation of the droplets in their study is made possible by changing the interfacial tension between the two immiscible phases (hexadecane plus Span 80 and PEG-diacrylate plus photoinitiators) and their flow rate, the size of the PEG microgels (45 ~ 95 μm) could be easily controlled. The in situ gelation of the droplets in their study is made possible...
by amplification of the UV light intensity through the high magnified objective lens. Under the conditions, PEG microgels could be rapidly solidified in very short exposure time (~75 ms) [61].

Besides the on chip UV gelation, off chip gelation was also carried out by De Geest et al. [62]. They used a flow focusing device with UV illumination to create dex-HEMA microgels. The solution of dex-HEMA containing photo-initiator is sheared by the continuous mineral oil phase, and the droplets are collected along with the oil in a vial which is immediately irradiated with UV to solidify the droplets. They also tested the functionality of the microgels by incorporating FITC-BSA in the microgels to study the degradation of and release of protein from the microgels. One of the attractive advantages of dex-HEMA microgels is their biodegradability through hydrolysis of the dex-HEMA microgels leading to the formation of dextran chains and oligomethacrylates as degradation products [62].

Combining the UV curing and microfluidic channel geometry, non-spherical microgels, Janus microgels and multi-compartment microgels which exhibit interesting properties can also be synthesized [63-65]. Hwang et al. synthesized spherical and non-spherical PEG microgels in a T-junction microfluidic device containing an embedded UV light reflector. The reflector mode approach shows to enhance UV-based polymerization conditions for the synthesis of the microgels through an increased UV energy flux and a uniform distribution of the UV energy. In their design (Figure 4), monodisperse magnetic emulsion droplets are generated in a T-junction and allowed to relax into spheres, disks, and plugs in confining microchannel geometries. The microgels geometry is locked-in via UV polymerization. The encapsulated magnetic nanoparticles give the microgels superparamagnetic behavior. Additionally, the non-spherical particles show anisotropic responses under an applied external magnetic field (Figure 4). These properties are quite desirable for the bottom-up modular tissue engineering, where multi cell types encapsulating in separated microgels can be assembled into functional tissues [63-65].

In order to make microgels having magnetic rotation ability, Chen et al. spatially patterned the wettability of the microfluidic channels to produce magnetic microgels with uniform anisotropic internal structure by a flow focusing drop maker using double emulsions as templates (Figure 5(a)) [66]. To achieve localized hydrophilicity, the hydrophobic PDMS microfluidic channels were filled with an aqueous monomer solution comprising acrylic with NaIO₄ water, ethanol and acetone containing 10% benzophenone and then expose the channels under a focused spot of UV light to control the location where polyacrylic acid is grafted to the channel walls, making them locally hydrophilic (zone A in Figure 5(a)).

These microgels were produced by first producing oil-in-water-in-oil (O/W/O) double emulsion droplets, and then lock the anisotropic structure (magnetic cores) via photo-crosslinking the acrylamide monomers (Figure 5(b)). By adjusting the flow rate during formation, the size and internal structure of the particles, encapsulating one and two magnetic cores can be obtained (Figure 5(b)). One of the most appealing features of these microgels is their excellent rotational control by applying an external field, which can be used as micro-stirrer bars to mix fluids at small scales.

In addition to patterning hydrophilicity of the channels, a two-step process was also developed by Seiffert et al. to manufacture multi-compartment microgels [67,68]. To realize this, they make mono-dispersed hydrogel particles, and then wrap these particles in aqueous polymer shell using a PDMS device. The device consists of two cross-junctions in series, as shown in Figure 6(a). In the first junction, a semi-dilute, aqueous solution of crosslinkable pNIPAm chains as the shell phase was introduced. In the second junction, oil was added to form bi-layered pre-gel droplets and then crosslinking the pNIPAm shell. The

---

**Figure 4.** (left) Schematic of T-junction microfluidic channel with aluminum reflectors for spherical and non-spherical magnetic microgels synthesis; (right) (a) spheres & (b) plugs in response to in-plane homogeneous magnetic field (from ref. 63).
obtained microgels consist of a hydrophilic polymer core that is nested in a hydrophilic polymer shell. Through adjusting the flow rate, microgel with single, double and triple cores can be obtained (Figures 6(b) and (c)). Stimuli-responsive size change of these microgels was demonstrated in their research. Non-thermo-responsive polyacrylamide (pAAm) microgel particles were loaded into pNIPAm shell to show the controlled release behaviors. The shell collapse due to the volume phase transition of pNIPAm, and the core remains unaffected in response to an increase of the temperature to 35°C [67,68].

Janus microgels synthesized from photo-initiation are also demonstrated in many studies. The term Janus microgels is used to describe microparticles having two distinct surface regions where different surface properties, different internal composition or different polarity are presented [69]. Shepherd et al. used microfluidic to assemble colloid-filled microgels of varying shape and composited. They first formed the drops by shearing a concentrated colloidal microsphere-acrylamide suspension in a continuous oil phase using a sheath-flow device (Figure 7). Both homogeneous and Janus microgels can be produced by confining the assembled drops in the micro-channels of varying geometry by the subsequent photo-polymerization. Their approach offers a facial route for assembling colloid-filled microgels with controlled shape and composition, which may lead to enhanced packing efficiency and novel application ranging from ceramics fabrication to pharmaceutical materials [70].

Recently, Seiffert et al. demonstrated a microfluidic technique to produce pNIPAm Janus microgels from pre-
fabricated, cross-linkable pNIPAm precursor polymers. This approach separates the polymer synthesis from the particle gelation, thus allowing the droplet templating and functionalization of the matrix polymer to be performed and controlled in two independent steps (Figure 8(a)). The resultant microgels exhibit two distinguishable halves which contain most of the gelling precursors and the unmodified matrix polymer separate these materials (Figure 8(a)). Through using double emulsion droplets as templates, hollow Janus microgels can also be formed, indicating the great versatility of this method (Figure 8(b)) [71].

Besides colloid particles and dye molecules are encapsulated inside Janus microgels, functionalized viral nanotemplates are also loaded into Janus microgels to fabricate metabolically active microgels. Lewis et al. demonstrate rapid microfluidic fabrication of hybrid microgels composed of functionalized viral nanotemplates (tobacco mosaic virus) (TMV) directly embedded in the polymeric Janus microgels (Figure 9) [72]. Upon formation in a flow-focusing device, the droplets are photopolymerized with UV light to form Janus microgels. Catalytic activity, via the dichromate reduction reaction, is demonstrated with Janus microgels containing palladium-virus complex. Due to the compartmentation created by the Janus microgels, other functional nanoparticles like magnetic nanoparticles can also be embedded in other side of the Janus microgels, which enabled simple

Figure 7. Schematic representation of sheath-flow microfluidic device used to produce monodisperse homogenous and Janus colloid-filled microgels (from ref. 69 with permission © 2006 American Chemical Society).

Figure 8. (a) Schematic of a microfluidic device forming aqueous droplets from three independent semi-dilute pNIPAm solution (b) Operating the device in a modified way yields oil-water-oil double emulsions with Janus-shaped middle phases (from ref. 71 with permission © 2010 American Chemical Society).
separation of these microgels from bulk solution. Their results represent a facile route to directly harness the advantages of bioactive nano-template into a readily usable and stable 3D assembled format [72].

In addition to producing microgels with two phase system via photo-initiation, a stop-flow projection lithography method is alternatively developed by Doyle and co-workers to form microgels with single-phase microfluidic polymerization (Figure 10). Irradiation of the pre-gel solution through a mask with designed pattern caused site-specific crosslinking of PEG-DA. Various size and shape of microgels with monodispersity have been synthesized by this method. Some typical shapes of microgels are demonstrated in Figure 10. These mi-

Figure 9. Microfluidic fabrication of Janus microgels containing fluorescently labeled TMV nanotemplates (a) Schematic diagram of Janus microgels synthesis in a microfluidic flow-focusing device; (b) bright field; and (c) fluorescence micrographs of Janus microgels with one side of the particles containing fluorescently labeled TMV (from ref. 72 with permission © 2010 American Chemical Society).

Figure 10. SEM images of particles (a - c) flat polygonal structures (d) colloidal buboid (e - f) high aspect ratio structure with different cross section (g - i) curved particles (from ref. 73 with permission © Nature Publishing Group).
crogels have great potentials of multi-functionality, providing unique features not found in homogeneous microgels [73].

6. Non-Photo Initiated Chemical Gelation

When using microgels for cell encapsulation or bioactive species loading, the UV-irradiation may be harmful to their activity, thereby limiting the encapsulation efficiency of this method [74,75]. Some improved methods such as limiting the UV-exposure time, addition of crosslinking accelerating agent and change to other wavelength instead of UV have been studied [74,75]. Some researchers also exploit radical-free method for the gelation of the droplets. Recently, Rossow et al. used nucleophilic Michael addition reaction to solidify the droplets, which shows beneficial features for the encapsulation of cells. In their design, they used a technique that combines droplet microfluidic templating with bio-orthogonal thiol-end click reaction to fabricate monodisperse cell-laden microgels. The gelation of the droplets is achieved via the nucleophilic Michael addition of dithiolated PEG macro-cross-linkers to acrylated hyperbranched polyglycerol (hPG) building blocks and does not require any UV irradiation and initiator (Figure 11) [76]. Their synthesis of microgels from synthetic macro-monomers provides more insight into the relation between the microgels properties and the viabilities of encapsulated cells. Meanwhile, the size, shape, and monodispersity of the microgels can be precisely controlled and a very mild, radical-free reaction for gelation of droplets is achieved [76].

Poly (N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAm) represents another import polymer material for the synthesis of microgels using chemical gelation method. One of the most attractive features of pNIPAm microgels is their thermo-responsive properties. A glass capillary single-emulsion (O/W) device that consists of two sets of co-flow geometries was used to produce pNIPAm microgels by Chu et al. (Figure 12(a)) [77-81]. An aqueous pre-gel mixture of NIPAm, bis-acrylamide (BIS), and ammonium persulfate is pumped through the cylindrical glass capillary and emulsified by a co-flowing oil phase of kerosene to form uniform droplets in the first co-flow geometry. The continuous phase containing the initiator, N, N, N’, N’-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED), is flowed between the outer coaxial region between the second square capillary and the right end of the tapered cylindrical capillary of the second co-flow geometry. The TEMED will diffuse into the droplets and thus induce the gelation of the polymers. The resultant microgels exhibit excellent thermal response (Figure 12(b)). By applying heating, their diameter is reduced to less than half the original diameter and the drugs are released out. This size change is reversible and reproducible over several cycles.

Figure 11. Microfluidic emulsification of aqueous solution containing dithiolated PEG macro-cross-linkers, acrylated hPG building blocks, and cells. Subsequent mixing of the three liquids inside the monodisperse droplets leads to droplet gelation by thiol-Michael addition of the macro-monomers, thereby forming micrometer-sized cell laden microgels (from ref. 76 with permission © 2012 American Chemical Society).

Figure 12. (a) Schematic illustration showing a capillary microfluidic device for fabrication of single compartment pNIPAm microgels. The cross-section at different points along the device is shown in the second row; (b) Size change of pNIPAm microgels in water triggered by changing the temperature (from ref. 77).
cycles. Besides soluble drugs, fluorescent nanoparticles or drug-loaded nanoparticles can also be loaded into the interiors of the microgels, which can be used as multifunctional and multistage drug delivery systems [77-79].

Besides pNIPAm microgels with pNIPAm as the only component, pNIPAm microgels with an interpenetrating network structure is also synthesized by Raz and co-workers. In their study, microgels with a narrow size distribution are generated from ionically cross-linked alginate and chemically cross-linked pNIPAm (Figure 13) [80]. The Young’s modulus and characteristic relaxation time of these microgels are studied using atomic force microscope (AFM). These microgels have the lower limits of the elasticity within the range of the elasticity of neutrophils. Consequently, these microgels can be a promising model system for studies of cell flow through constrained geometries [81,82].

Using bi-functional crosslinking agents like glutaraldehyde (GA), chemically crosslinked chitosan microgels are fabricated [83]. Jiang and co-workers create chitosan-bearing droplets by shearing off a chitosan solution at a microfluidic T-junction with a stream of hexadecane containing GA (Figure 14). The chitosan contains amine groups that can readily react with aldehyde groups under mild conditions [84]. Chitosan microgels containing different components like magnetic nanoparticles and fluorescent nanoparticles can be readily fabricated by using GA as the crosslinking agent. Another important feature of GA is their ability to “glue” individual microgels. The on-chip connection of individual microgels into well-defined micro-chains is achieved using GA again to crosslink the amine groups in chitosan and confining the microgels into micro-channel as the spatial template (Figure 14). Chain flexibility can be tuned by adjusting the GA crosslinking time. These micro-assembled microgels chain may find application as microfluidic mixers, delivery vehicles, micro-scale sensor or miniature biomimetic robots. However, the cytotoxicity of GA need to be fully evaluated before applying microgels produced using this technique in biomedical fields. Less toxic crosslinking agents such as genipin may be an alternative choice [85].

7. Physical Gelation

Physical gelation is usually used for preparing microgels...
from natural polymers such as agarose, alginate, carrageenan, chitosan, gelatin, carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and pectin. Gelation of these polymers can be induced by change of temperature and ionic crosslinking, where hydrophobic interaction, hydrogen bonding and ionic interaction are the major three forces for crosslinking the polymers [86,87].

For temperature-induced gelation, the precursor polymer solution is emulsified at a temperature that is greater than the gelation temperature of the polymer. Cooling the droplets below the gelation temperature can obtain microgels particles. Gelatin and agarose are two typical thermally mediated gelation polymers [88,89]. Continuous on-chip emulsification and gelation of agarose microgels have been achieved by applying a temperature gradient to the microfluidic flow-focusing device. The syringe and upstream part of the devices for emulsification were maintained at a temperature above 37°C, whereas the downstream channels were cooled to the lower temperature for agarose gelation. Similar design was also used to form κ-carrageenan microgels [90].

Regarding the cell encapsulation application of microgels, collagen shows better feature than other gel material like PEG and agarose do. Because collagen is the most abundant scaffold protein in tissue and contains specific cell-binding sites that contribute to normal cell function [91]. There are few reports regarding the generation of collagen microgels in microfluidic devices. Until recently, an axisymmetric flow-focusing device (AFFD) is developed to generate collagen microgels. The mono-dispersed collagen microgels are generated at the orifice of a nozzle in the AFFD and collected in a test tube. The collected collagen micro-droplets are solidified at 37°C for 45 min. There are some problems associated with this method. Due to the shearing forces generated from centrifugal extraction, the size and shapes of the final collagen microgels are non-uniform due to the coalescence of the micro-droplets [92].

In order to achieve on-chip temperature induced gelation of micro-droplets, Hong et al. proposed using an integrated microfluidic materials processing chip which integrates micro-droplets generation and gelation of the droplets on a single chip [93]. They use collagen as a demonstrative example. In their design, collagen droplets are generated at a microfluidic T-junction between aqueous and mineral oil flows. The flow is heated immediately to 37°C to initiate collagen fiber assembly within a gelation channel. The microgels are extracted from the mineral oil into cell culture media within an extraction chamber. The collagen droplets solidify immediately after droplets generation significantly reduced coalescence. One advantage of this method is they can achieve higher microgels recovery and cell viability than the conventional off-chip centrifugation extraction approach.

Regarding the ionic gelling polymers, sodium alginate is the most widely studied candidate for microfluidic production of microgels. Coalescence-induced gelation, internal gelation and external gelation are the three major methods for producing alginate microgels [94]. For the coalescence-induced gelation of alginate, the process begins with the microfluidic emulsification of two types of droplets, on containing the alginate solution and the other one containing the crosslinking agents (CaCl₂) [94]. Coalescence of these two droplets in the downstream channel yields the solidified alginate microgels. This method is able to generate microgels with non-spherical shapes by coalescence occurring under geometric confinement of the pre-gel droplets in the microfluidic channels. For coalescence-induced gelation of alginate, complex design of microchannels and careful control of the flow rate to ensure coalescence happen within exact time is required. Furthermore, alginate microgels produced from such method have a wide and uncontrollable size distribution.

Figures 15(a)-(c) demonstrate the internal gelation of alginate microgels. In this method, microfluidic emulsification produces droplets containing alginate solution and CaCO₃ nanoparticles in inactive state. In the continuous phase, acetic acid which is miscible with both the continuous phase and disperse phase is added. Due to the partition of acetic acid to the droplets, it dissolves the CaCO₃ nanoparticles and releasing Ca²⁺ that trigger the polymer gelation [95]. One problem associated with the internal gelation method is the longer residence time of the microgels in the micro-channels is required to ensure the full crosslinking of the alginate micro-droplets, which will need longer gelation channel for this design, and thus limiting the microgels production throughput and increasing flow resistance. Another problem is the aggregation of CaCO₃ nanoparticles in the feed tubing, causing loses of CaCO₃ nanoparticles and blocking of the micro-channels [95].

For external gelation (Figures 15(d)-(f)) [96], droplets of alginate are generated with continuous oil phase containing the crosslinking agent which is also soluble in aqueous phases. As the droplets move through the downstream channels, the crosslinking agent (calcium acetate) diffuses into the droplets and thus initiates the gelation process. Microgels generated by external gelation method are stable upon their transfer into the cell culture medium. Comparing to the internal gelation method, external gelation provides better control of microgels morphology and microgels with capsular, gradient or uniform structure have been produced by external gelation method.
8. Drug Delivery

Unlike the conventional batch methods which result in production of poly-disperse microgels, microfluidic generation method can form microgels with reproducible size and fixed volume of aqueous medium, which provide a useful platform for therapeutic agents delivery. Control over particles size and minimization of the size distribution is most important for the use of microgels in the route of administration and controlled release of the encapsulating compounds [97]. For example, Yang et al. encapsulated ampicillin into mono-dispersed chitosan microgels with microfluidic method. They found that the drug release rate could be controlled by the droplet size and due to the control over the small size distribution, these microgels offer potential for controlled-release drug delivery [98]. Jeong et al. reported a continuous fabrication technique for manufacturing polymeric microgels containing biocatalysts. The active microgels initiate oxidase-catalyzed reactions have also been demonstrated. The fast generation and photo-polymerization process reduced the risk of chemical or optical damage to the entrapped enzyme and biological substrates, which is quite difficult to realize using the tradition bulk phase emulsion techniques. Multi-functional polycaprolactone (PCL) microparticles containing anti-cancer drug tamoxifen, Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles and CdTe quantum dots are also fabricated utilizing microfluidic emulsification, which combined magnetic targeting, fluorescence imaging and drug controlled release properties into one microparticle system (Figure 16) [99]. In addition to the great potential of multi-functionality of these microparticles, microfluidic production of these microparticles ensure the entire amount of tamoxifen could be entrapped in the PCL droplets without partitioning it into the immiscible phase, because O/W emulsions are formed by shearing one liquid into a second immiscible one. The results of the tamoxifen release pattern (Figure 16) indicate that the release rate of the tamoxifen achieved the objective of the sustained release dosing protocol for clinical use.

Biocompatible and responsive microgels would be desirable for drugs delivery, since the drug release can be controlled in specific place in on-demand manner which can maximize the drug efficiency and diminish the side-effects. Various hydrophilic or hydrophobic drugs or even drug-loading nanoparticles sub-units have been loaded into the pre-gel droplets to form functional microgels. Responsive multi-compartment microgels have been prepared using higher order emulsions fabricated by using micro-capillary devices. Chu and co-workers used micro-capillary devices to prepare a triple emulsion, which can prepare monodisperse pNIPAm hydrogel microcapsules containing a multiphase core (Figures 17(a) and (b)). The resultant microgels consist of a shell of thermo-sensitive hydrogel, which encapsulate an oil core with different numbers of water droplets (Figures 17(c)-(g)). When the temperature increases, the pNIPAm gel rapidly shrinks by expelling water. The incompressible oil in the core, for which the hydrogel shell has lower permeability, exerts a count-stress on the inner wall of the shell. Consequently, the shell rupture and the encapsulated water droplets release out instantaneously. Dif-
Figure 16. The photo images of the functional PCL microcapsules composed of tamoxifen, CdTe QDs and Fe₃O₄ NPs synthesized from microfluidic device (a) bright field optical; (b) fluorescent microscope images; and (c) in vitro release profile of tamoxifen from the PCL microcapsules (from ref. 99).

Figure 17. (a) Schematic diagram of the extended capillary microfluidic device for generating triple emulsion. (b) Optical micrographs of triple emulsion that contain a controlled number of inner and middle droplets. (c - g) optical micrograph of a microcapsule with a shell comprised of pNIPAm containing multiple aqueous droplets in response to increased temperature (from ref. 100 with permission © 2007 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).

different compounds such as hydrophobic drugs, hydrophilic drugs, functional nanoparticles like magnetic nanoparticles, Au, silver and fluorescent nanoparticles can be simultaneously loaded into the sub-units, which can build a multi-functional platform. Furthermore, such multi-core microgels may also have important application as micro-reactor [100].

9. Cell Encapsulation

Encapsulation of cells in microgels has been demonstrated as an effective approach for cell immobilization, cell transplantation, artificial cell, cell therapy, bioassay and diabetes treatment. Control of cell numbers encapsulated in microgels particle, especially single cell encap-
sulation in microgels is challenging yet quite needed in modern biomedical applications. For example, Courman and co-workers have demonstrated that single-cell microgels encapsulation can enhanced survival of human marrow stromal cells, which may markedly enhance therapeutic cell survival in targeted tissues [101].

Encapsulation of exact one cell per droplet with a high yield is challenging because the encapsulation is a random process and will follow Poisson statistics. Droplet microfluid, however, can beat the Poisson limitation and encapsulation of exact single cell per droplet with a high yield has been achieved by using high aspect ratios of microfluidic channels [102]. High aspect-ration microfluidic channels restrict cells to certain streamlines inside the channel and generate two trains of cells with a precisely staggered longitudinal spacing. This self-ordering phenomenon is utilized to generate drops with exact one cell. The self-organizing phenomenon will aid cell-in-drop application where control of cell-occupancy is critical. Precise quantitative of secretion of uptake of trace amounts of bio-molecules by single cells can now be carried out more conveniently using this invention.

Instead of loading single cell type in respective microgels and then assembling them into macroscopic tissue, co-encapsulation of two or more cell types in individual microgels is a quite valuable technique for tissue engineering studies [103]. Tumarkin et al. presented a microfluidic platform for the high-throughput generation of microgels for cell co-culture [103]. Encapsulation of different cell types in the microgels is achieved by introducing in a microfluidic device two streams of distinct cell suspensions, emulsifying the mixed suspension, and gelling the pre-gel (agarose) droplets (Figure 18). Taking advantage of high degree of control endowed with microfluidic technique, different cell types at different ratio can be finely controlled within a single microgel, providing high throughput screening of cell co-culture conditions, leading to new strategies to manipulate cell fate. For example, co-encapsulation and co-culture of MBA2 and M07e cells at varying ratios demonstrated the ability of microfluidic approach to modulate paracrine signaling amongst cell population in a well-defined microenvironment. Co-encapsulation of MBA2 cells with UCB cells was also used to determined sub-populations of the hematopoietic cell types that are largely IL-3 dependent. Through understanding the controlled factor on the cells fate, modular tissue engineering involved different cell types assembly would have better control of cell morphology and bioactive behaviors, which will also provide a very useful in vitro model for the studying cell-cell interaction, drug screening, and tissue construction.

10. Tissue Engineering

Tissue engineering is an interdisciplinary research combing biology, medicine, material and engineering. Currently, there are mainly two approaches for the tissue engineering strategies, i.e. “top-down” approach and “bottom-up” approach with the former to be the more traditional strategy. In the “top-down” approach, isolated cells are seeded onto a biodegradable polymeric scaffold and populate the scaffold to create the appropriate extracellular matrix (ECM) with the aid of perfusion, growth factors and/or mechanical stimulation. One of the problems for this approach is the difficulty in recreating the intricate microstructural features of tissue. For the “bottom-up” approach (or named Modular Tissue Engineering), modular micro-tissue such as cell-laden microgels are assembled into engineered tissues with specific microarchitectural features. There is a strong biological basis for the bottom-up approach as many tissues

Figure 18. Microfluidic encapsulation of cells in agarose microgels (a) schematic of microfluidic cell co-encapsulation system (b) the distribution of sizes of the cell-laden droplets of 2 wt% agarose solution (dotted curve) and of the corresponding agarose microgels (solid curve) (from ref. 103).
are comprised of repeating functional units and this approach can provide more guidance on the cellular level to direct tissue morphogenesis [104,105]. Microgels generated from droplet microfluidic techniques can have important contributions to both approaches but more studies are directed to exploit application of microgels in modular tissue engineering which can be regarded as more advantageous than the traditional top-down approach.

Monodispersity in size and shape of microgels produced from droplets microfluidic is one of the most attractive features, which can be also very beneficial for the top-down tissue engineering approach by acting as porous scaffold [106]. Recently, Lin and co-workers prepared alginate microgels filled with gas and used them as scaffold for cartilage tissue engineering. In their design (Figure 19(a)), the alginate droplets prepared from flow-focusing single emulsion were filled with gas and collected off-chip for gelation. Due to the monodispersed size, the collected alginate droplets will be orderly packed in a highly dense manner. After gelation in CaCl2 medium and vacuum degassing process, the alginate scaffold with highly interconnecting porous structure and uniform pore size was obtained (Figures 19(b)-(f)). They found that this scaffold is effective in chondrocyte culture. The cell viability test, cell toxicity, cell survival rate, extracellular matrix production, cell proliferation and gene expression all revealed good results for chondrocyte culture. In comparison to the porous scaffold prepared by replicating from colloidal crystal, this method shows some advantage such as elimination of toxic chemicals, no extra step to clean the template colloidal crystal and finely-controlled pore size and connectivity. Furthermore, integrity of the generated scaffold from the droplet microfluidic technique can be fully preserved, which is quite difficult to achieve for the template colloidal crystal method, since the peeling of the formed scaffold from the template colloidal crystals can cause fracture of some connected pores due to the adhesion of scaffolding materials to the colloidal crystals [107,108].

In addition to the “top-down” tissue engineering approach, more and more studies are focused on using cell laden microgels produced from microfluidic technique as building blocks for the modular tissue engineering. Through surface modification of the cell laden microgels with DAN molecules, cell laden microgels can be directly constructed into highly functional tissue-engineered implants [109]. Bhatia and co-workers modified the surface of cell laden PEG microgel with complementary DNA and form DNA-templated assembly of PEG microtissues. As Figure 20(a) shown, the recognition capabilities of DNA are the key to achieve rapid templated assembly of multiple microtissue types (Figure 20(a)). In their research, different cell laden microgels were respectively produced via single emulsion microfluidic droplet. These microgels were then modified with DNA-1. DNA-2, which is complemented with DNA-1 is patterned onto the glass substrate. The patterned glass substrates were then incubated with the cell laden microgels and then form the patterned microtissues (Figure 20(a)). Higher order of microtissues can be formed by using microgels containing different cell types (Figure 20(b)) [109].

Collagen, which is a more supportive material for cell encapsulation and growth than PEG, is also used to make cell laden microgels using microfluidic method for modular tissue engineering. Recently, Matsunaga et al. prepared mono-dispersed collagen microgels covered or encapsulated with cells using microfluidic technique (Figure 21) [110]. These functional microgels are then

---

Figure 19. (a) Photograph showing the setup for preparing the air-filled alginate droplets; (b) monodisperse alginate bubbles generated from the microfluidic device; (c) the droplets formed a honeycomb structure after gelation; (d) - (f) confocal microscope showing a 3D ordered scaffold after vacuum degassing process (from ref. 106 with permission © 2011 Elsevier).
into a designed silicon chamber to form the macroscopic 3D tissue structure. In the mold, microgels having different cell types can adhere to each other via the cells coated on the collagen microgels. The cells can also migrate and grow into the collagen microgels, which lead to construction and decomposition of the collagen to ultimately form the macroscopic tissues. The benefit of using collagen instead of PEG is the biodegradability of collagen, which will help the formation of functional macroscopic tissues and is a key feature for the tissue engineering [111]. One of the important features for this method is the easy production of large numbers of mono-dispersed cell laden microgels of small diameter using the microfluidic technique. Furthermore, reconstructed 3D tissue with uniform cell density can be formed because the cell density of each microgels is tunable, which is impossible for the traditional top-down approach. In addition, using the cell laden microgels from microfluidic method, 3D tissue printing system can be easily integrated to achieve geometrical control of the cell laden microgels within the tissue.

11. Conclusion and Outlook

Droplet-based microfluidic production of microgels has displayed great advantages over the other methods in term of control of size, shape, chemistry, compartmenting and polarity. Enabling by the high degree of control offered by droplet microfluidic approach and its versatility, some novel microgels such as single cell encapsulated microgel and magnetically rotational microgels, which are difficult to fabricate using traditional methods,
Figure 21. Concept of microgels-based tissue engineering: Monodisperse cell beads are molded into 3D tissue architecture (a) size-controlled cell beads are prepared by culturing cells over the surface of monodisperse collagen gel beads or collagen gel beads encapsulating another cell type; (b) cell bead are stacked into the designed silicon mold to form 3D tissues; (c) during tissue formation, the medium diffuse into the cavities between cell beads, supplying nutrients into the 3D constructs. The cells located on the surface of the beads form cell-cell connections. Cells migrated and grow within the collagen gel beads and finally form the 3D tissues; and (d) the 3D tissues are released from the mold (from ref. 110 with permission © 2007 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).

are now effectively achieved by droplet microfluidic techniques.

One of the important future developments for the production of microgels with droplet microfluidic will be the increased productivity. In a single microfluidic device, the production of microgels is limited by the intrinsically low productivity. Utilization of multiple parallel microfluidic reactors can show the ability to scale-up the microfluidic production of microgels. Further optimization of multiple parallel microfluidic devices would be the simultaneous production of microgels with different size and composition. Currently, parallel device consists of an array of 8 × 12 droplet makers is able to encapsulate 96 samples at the same time using air pressure to drive the fluid through the channel. Other driving forces like centrifugal force can also be a good candidate for parallel microfluidic device to scale-up the production of microgels.

The synthesis of smaller microgels having a size ranging from 3 to 25 μm would be highly desirable. Previous experiments have showed the reduction of microgels size is achieved by narrowing the width and height of the channel nozzle. In order to form smaller microgels, nanofluidic devices may be desirable.

Another further effort for varying application of microgels would be extending the range of materials used in the microgels generation. Responsive hydrogel, interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) hydrogel and nano-composite hydrogel can be the three important candidates. Stimuli-responsive microgels enable the drug release in an as-demanded manner with precise concentration. Responsive microgels can be designed to be triggered by various stimuli such as pH, ionic strength, temperature, magnetic force and light, which can greatly broaden the biomedical applications of microgels. One of the most features of IPN microgels will be their controllable elasticity, which can find important application as artificial red blood cell that need to pass through smaller...
diameter of capillary. Nano-composite hydrogel have found important application as tissue engineering scaffold and drug delivery carriers due to their robust mechanical properties. Production of nano-composite microgels with droplet microfluidic can further extend the biomedical application of microgels.

Regarding the application of microgels generated by microfluidic method, their biomedical application especially utilization as active cell laden units will be dominant application. Instead of loading limited dosage of drugs inside the microgels, encapsulating of cells secreting active compounds like peptide and enzymes enables the longer term safe therapeutic treatment in specific targeting location. Furthermore, cell based delivery system represents an intelligent delivery system which will secret targeting substance when receiving the stimuli from surrounding cells. Meanwhile, combination of producing microgels with microfluidic techniques, single cell encapsulation is an important direction. Due to the high sensitivity of single cell reaction in small volume of the microgels, co-encapsulation or injection (can integrate with parallelized pico-injector) of bioactive species such as enzymes, cytokines and drugs inside the microgels provides a new tool for exploring single cell genomics, proteomics and metabolomics. Enabling by the high degree of control from microfluidic methods, multi-compartment or Janus microgels can be synthesized. These novel microgels can find important application as micro-reactor, stimuli triggered reaction vessel and in vitro model for drug screening. By isolating single cells or other active components in different compartments within a micro-size vessel, the reaction can become highly sensitive and finely controlled, which can enhance the analysis throughput. Another important direction of cell laden microgels would be using as building block in modular tissue engineering. Spherical cell laden microgels would be using as building block in the analysis throughput. Anot her important direction of highly sensitive and finely controlled, which can enhance within a micro-size vessel, the reaction can become or other active components in different compartments
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